THE EDGE CAREER SOLUTIONS’ CLIENT JOURNEY
As collaborative partners, we will work together 1:1 throughout the coaching process. I will make sure you are prepared for long-term career
success, offering clarity, structure, support and objective advice based upon current industry best practices and time tested strategies. The
lifetime tools, knowledge and confidence you develop will carry you forward from where you are to where you want to be.
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SUPPORT

Learn how to master LinkedIn
in a 1-hr strategy session and
a 90-min hands-on lesson.

20 customized role-specific
and behavioral questions and
1-hr mock interview session.

Breaks your job search efforts
into specific daily tasks to make
the best use of your time.

Touch base calls to keep you
moving forward and answers to
your questions via email.
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A robust, search-optimized
profile consistent with your
professional brand.

A visually appealing, ATScompatible resume frontloaded
with impactful achievements.

Debrief session to facilitate
development of value proposition
and target company list.

To uncover your natural talents,
acquired skills, career drivers,
and pan for resume gold.
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CUSTOMIZED
PROPOSAL

CLIENT INTAKE
SESSION*

INDUSTRY
RESEARCH*

To discuss your specific needs,
get to know each other and
determine if we are a good fit.

Outlining process, deliverables,
timeframe and program options
with secure PayPal payment.

90-min information gathering
session to learn all about you,
your journey and your goals.

To identify employer needs,
in-demand qualifications and
maximize your marketability.
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Gain the competitive EDGE you need to succeed ©
TRISH McGRATH, CCTC
Executive Career Coach, Digital Branding Strategist and Resume Expert
Serving a nationwide client base from Sanibel Island, FL (860) 658-6480
trish.mcgrath@edgecareersolutions.com | edgecareersolutions.com

Energized

Making Progress

Triumphant!
*key differentiating service

